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Reviewing Pulsar Spectra W. Sieber Hochschule Niederrhein, University of Applied Sciences Reinarzstr.
49, D-47805 Krefeld, Germany Problems solved? Pulsar research must be considered - 35 years after the
detection of pulsars - a mature science, where the basic questions have been raised and discussed. One would
hope that many if not all generic and important problems have found some kind of answer and that scientific
work can concentrate now on specific details requiring more in depth investigation. We know, however, that
this picture is not true. Even well studied areas did in the past not always lead to a general accepted model
and some were investigated at the beginning with enthusiasm but left behind.
This paper will concentrate on one narrow topic, pulsar radio spectra. It is the attempt to work out,
what features are now generally accepted, but also what features are still in discussion after so many years of
pulsar research. In this sense the paper will enlighten in a personal view those aspects which are still under
discussion.
The spectrum, indicator of the emission mechanism
The spectrum, i.e. the total emitted energy in specific radio bands, was considered from the beginning as
an easy to measure generic characteristic of the emission mechanism, especially since one could hope to learn
something about an exciting new type of coherent amplification. Comella (1971) collected and published the
first data points from measurements made at Arecibo, a work which was carried on by Sieber (1973) covering
a wider compilation of observations from different observatories. Later on comprehensive data collections
were published by Izvekova et al. (1981) and Lorimer et al. (1995) who extended the compilation to several
hundreds of pulsars, albeit concentrated on few frequency bands. More recently wide collections of data were
published by Malofeev (2000) and Maron et al. (2000).
From the beginning it was clear that pulsar spectra are characterizes by a ”steep” spectral index, steeper
than e.g. measured for supernova remnants, which explains why they were detected at rather low - below 1
GHz - frequencies. There were in addition indications that the spectra even steepen in some cases at higher
frequencies beyond 1 GHz, although the measurement uncertainty was high. Undoubtedly, some pulsars
showed a ”low-frequency turnover”, a decrease of the emitted energy at low frequencies, typically around
100 MHz, whereas other pulsars had a straight spectrum down to the lowest observable frequencies. The
cause of this decrease - some kind of absorption in the magnetosphere or a loss of efficiency of the emission
mechanism was discussed - remained unclear.
The problem with all the measurements was a high variability of the pulsar emission on many time
scales, which resulted in a high uncertainty of the data points and which made it questionable, if a constant,
time invariable spectrum exists at all. Investigations of pulsar spectra have, therefore, to face this problem
and to look into the various possible contributions to the variability.
Variability Intrinsic variability
Emission within a pulse during the pulse window is - depending on the pulsar - highly structured showing
sometimes features as short as microseconds (microstructure) or even nanoseconds. Most pulsars have clearly
visible sub-pulses extending over milliseconds, which in some rare cases are well organized with a shift from
pulse to pulse, the so called drifting sub-pulses, Fig. 1. figure [width=7cm]H01.eps
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